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Introduction

Since the BR 2 reactor has been used for the material development of the
SNR 300 reactor,those main areas have more and more emerged,which have supplied
relevant results to the technological application for the SNR 300 reactor.

Starting in 1968 was like sailing with an unknown boat and crew into an unknown
sea. Looking back one can say that the mutual confidence of the crew and the
traveller has made a successful journey. One should imagine that, while going,
many inventions of equipment had to.be made and many targets had to be defined.
A n d it is my special wish to think all the people who have spent many years of
their lifetime on that with enthusiasm, especially the engineering group GEX
and the GfK working group. They really have done pioneers work.

Relevant results for SNR 300

Let us have a look on the subjects of investigation in the SNR 300, Fig. la and lb.
The main concentration was spent on the core materials and measuring devices.
Here we have gained relevant experience in fuel mechanical and chemical behaviour,
both for oxide and carbide. Furthermore the data on high temperature behaviour
of cladding have contributed remarkably to SNR specifications. Finally hundreds of

• thermocouples have been tested.

A second category, which will be described in the next paper of this meeting,
are experiments, which are oriented towards coolant and power disturbances. I would
like to call this category Special Operational Testing. This category seems to
be still in its early phase compared to the non-answered questions still in this
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area. Furthermore, which is more an outlook to the future reactors,some more
development work could be done on concrete and isolating materials. For those who
are interested, the tables I, II and III of this paper give more data.

By full intention this paper is not dealing with all of the special experimental
results, but prefers to shew the main technologically applicable areas. So it is
worthwile to mention that the scope of work included bundle testing, where for
example the Mol 7B experiment gave valuable information on failed fuel pin
operation, and instrumented capsule work such as Mol 8D, which supplied physical
data for fuel pin behaviour codes? for Mol 8C, fission gas release, s. Fig. 2.

Very much care should be taken of the results concerning the fuel clad mechanical
interaction. In brief, the results are as follow:

1. The oxide fuel creep velocity increases rapidly, above 800 °C, Fig. 3. Fuel
burnup beyond, 82 enhances this capability. Diametral changes of fuel pins
mainly are contributed to power cycling. Carbide fuel creeps less by a factor
of about 10. Therefore carbide pins very well may cause pin deformation at
steady state operation.

2. The oxide fuel smear density can be chosen as high as 85% th.D., if the
cladding strain has to be limited to about 0,4%, which is a value of 0,10 for
7% burnup in Fig. 4. .

An Evaluation of the Cladding and Fuel Situation under BR 2 aspects

If I turn over to the cladding now, again I should point out that the first
5 years of the passed decade were a training period to learn experimenting and to
catch the problems. The second 5 years taught us, that the relevance of our work
for the SNR 300 was limited to high temperature mechanical data.

The high temperature mechanical behaviour of the cladding material is
characterized by non-nuclear metallurgy. The nuclear effect is mainly limited to
He formation by the BIO- or Fe, Ni (n,a) reaction. And the way to minimize its
weakening effect on grain boundaries, is to precipitate strong- obstacles,
the so called precipitates. These are mainly M 2 3(C,B) 5 and TiC islands, Fig. 5.
The parallel intention is to use these obstacles as well in order to increase the

irradiated materials resistance to pressure during its long operation at high
temperatures above 600 °C and to minimize the effect of nuclear He-embrittlement.
The art of this effort is not to overdo, but in addition to keep the structure
soft and flexible, the expert says ductile. And this is how he does it: He uses
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stimulants in order to create the optimal status of the material. Here it is
the skill and experience of the experimenter to handle the stimulants well in
form of mechanical energy input:cold work. Temperature treatment which determines
the character of the network of precipitates, properly determines the growth and
size of precipitates,and little chemical ingedrients, such as B, C and Ti, deter-
mine the ratio and quantities of the types of precipitates. So, in total this
is a three parameter play in order to optimize the materials mechanical property
at high temperature between the two extremes intergranular and transgranular
fracture (Fig. 6 and 7). This is, if one remembers, a research, where nuclear
effects are of secondary order, but not negligible. The research at the BR 2
in the past has resulted in the relevant high temperature data for the cladding
specification for the SNR 300. This was possible because the He-formation in the
cladding for SNR is about 10 times faster than in a fast reactor. The future
research will be devoted to optimization of the described properties. Its

justification will depend on the fact, if the nuclear qualification of the cladding
15 2can be demonstrated in other reactors with a fast flux above 10 n/cm . This

demonstration will take about 5 to 10 years from now for the SNR 300 follow on
cores and later SNR reactors. The reason is simple. The main nuclear influence
is the displacement of atoms and the complete disturbance of the material in the

23 2atomic scale dimension. The input of some 10 neutrons/an in the 100 keV and
MeV range displaces the atoms more than 100 times. This is a dramatic torture to
the material, and this is superimposed to what was described for the high tempe-
rature case, before. One may believe, that the clear situation in the material
which was described before, is absolutely disturbed by the continuous destruction
of the materials state of order by neutrons on the one hand and the vainlsss effort
of the material to regenerate by the healing effect of temperature. This battle
definitely ends up with a blow up by void swelling, Fig. 8, embrittlement by
dislocations and in consequence rapid disintegrative flow and early fracture.
The Fig. 9 is a threatening demonstration of the just described desaster. The
dislocation loops, representing the damaged status of missing atoms, shown here
in a well ordered formation in Nickel have a multiple shape in the cladding steels.
From what was said, it may be understandable that the research has not yet been
in the position to understand the manifold damage processes up to now. Only
indicative answers and methods can be given, which material can sustain this
destruction for the target time of about two years. All what can be said today is
that the material can make it for one year. It will take very much more fundamental
research, but finally the proof on a statistical an technologically relevant basis
only can be given by the SNR 300 or similar reactors in about 5 - 1 0 years frcm now,
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because all of the running small tes t reactors would need 2 to 3 times longer,
and they are not capable to test components in technological dimensions over
such a long period. All this is valid for SNR materials and SNR designs.

This situation has an influence on the timing of such safety or off-normal expe-
rimental testing, where the deformation velocity of the cladding plays a charac-
te r i s t ic role, Fig. 10. To-day itwould be premature to perform such experiments
in the BR 2, even with pins, which have been preirradiated in a fast flux without
accompanying outpile material programmes. The reason is threefold:

1. No systematic studies have been done yet on SNR cladding on their behaviour
under off-normal conditions. So future fuel pin experiments need such an input
for better relevance of their resul ts . Such experimental programmes were init iated.

2. The internal chemical attack of preirradiated pins creates an undefined

cladding status in the sense of fracture mechanics.

3. As said before, due to the complexity of irradiation damage phenomena, only.
such pins are relevant under point 2 which have undergone rea l i s t ic damages.

22 23 2
This requires doses from reactors from 5x10 up to 1,5x10 n/cm .

In conclusion, systematic cladding research s t i l l is missing, and pins with a

minimum of inner corrosion from prototype fast reactors have to be supplied in

order to do most relevant testing of the category specified above.

So, for further tests in the BR 2, the targets are to tes t new and.better fuel
and to study optimized cladding materials for high temperature behaviour, if the
fast flux results are indicating promising alloys. In the meantime, outpile
transient testing with preirradiated specimens may help to define an inpile off-
norraal testing matrix with prototypic fuel pins.

Further Development of Structural Materials

The structural materials, which are everything except subassembly materials* mainly
are the -group of 1.4948 and fer r i t ic steels and the ceramics, concrete and
isolating materials. The steels are tested in the HFR at Petten. The concrete
and isolating materials are planned for a BR 2 materials testing series. The
concrete is one of the most complex materials known. In a similar way as with
metal i t s mechanical properties are decreased by neutron damage in the dose range
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19 21 2of 1 0 " - 10 n/cm , this means practically from the beginning of their operation.
The reasons are not yet understood in detail but the steadily changing concen-
tration of mechanically and physically fixed water changes the structure of the
concrete continuously. In addition water is unstable under neutron influence, so
the ingredients of radiolysis are affecting the concrete in many ways. One of
them e.g. is the swelling of concrete due to iron oxidation by radiolytic oxygen.
Another subject of studies is the water release mechanism during quick temperature
changes. There are many more parameters still to be tested, which seem to promise
a larger research area for the future.

Summary

The first 5 years of the experimenting period were a learning phase. The second
5 years have lead to the description of fuel pin behaviour under the aspect of
chemical and mechanical fuel clad interaction for SNR 300 operating conditions.
Furthermore the specification of the cladding for the SNR 300 was possible for
the SNR 300 in terms of high temperature mechanical behaviour.

For the future the following procedure is proposed:

A careful systematic analysis is necessary in order to find, which are the urgent
research topics for which the BR 2 as a test facility should be used. The following
areas seem to be important:

1. Optimization of cladding for high temperature performance on promising alloys,
after they have been screened out by fast flux testing.

2. Off-normal and safety tests tfith well defined fuel and fuel pins, selected
from prototype reactor tests, with the assistance by an out of pile transient
cladding test program.

3. Concrete and isolating materials testing.

4. Testing of new fuel types for future SNR application.
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FIG la THE SNR 300
PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR



STRUCTURAL

.MATERIAL: IN
THE REACTORt
INTERMEDIATE
HEAT EXCHANGER AND
STEAM GENERATOR



GtK Karlsruhe

IMF/m f i g 2: MOL 8C: Spaltgasdruckaufbau und-freisetzungsrate als Funktion des Abbrandes



FIG 3 OXIDE IN PILE CREEP IN
DEPENDENCE OF FUEL TEMPERATURE

F I G 4 DIAMETRAL PIN CHANGE
IN DEPENDENCE OF FUEL
SMEAR DENSITY



FIG 5 HELIUM PRECIPITATION IN STEEL CLADDING MATERIAL,
WHITE SPOTS, AND CARBIDE PRECIPITATION AT THE
GRAIN BOUNDARY, LIGHT ISLANDS

FIG 6 INTERGRANULAR FRACTURE DUE TO HIGH
TEMPERATURE EMBRITTLEMENT
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FIG 7 TRANSGRANULAR FRACTURE,
TYPICAL FOR DUCTILE MATERIAL

FIG 8 VOID SWELLING IN DEPENDENCE OF INCREASING
FAST NEUTRON DOSIS AND TEMPERATURE, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT
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FIG 9 DISLOCATION LOOPS, REPRESENTING MATRIX DAMAGE BY ATOM
DISPLACEMENT DUE TO FAST NEUTRON IRRADIATION

FIG 10 LOSS OF CLADDING DUCTILITY IN
DEPENDENCE OF STRAIN VELOCITY
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TABELLE I; HÜLL- UND STRUKTURMATERIAL IM SNR-KERN (Mkla)

W e r k s t o f f

1.4970, KV/A

1.4970, XV

1.4981, KV

INCONEL 718
STELLIT 6

1.6770

1.4948

Komponente

Brennstab- und 3rutstabnülle

Absorberstabhülle

BE-Kasten; Abstandshalter; BE-Struktur-
stangen; Führungsrohr Absorber

BE-Pflaster; Verschleißtei le

Kemhalteruhgsring

Gitterplatte; BE-Fuß; Reflektor

TABELLE II: CHEMISCHE ZUSAMMENSETZUNG (NOMINELL) VON
SNR-WERKSTOFFEN (Gew.-%)

Element

1.4970

1.4981

INCONEL 718

STELLIT 6

1.4948

1.6770

Cr

15

16

18

29

18

2V4

Ni

15

16

Rest

3*

11

0,5

Mo

1 ,2

1 .8

3

1,5*

0,5*

1

S i

0 , 4

0 , 4

1,5*

0 , 7

0 , 3

Nb

-

0 , 8

5

-

-

1

Ti

0 , 4

-

0 , 9

-

-

-

C

0,10

0,06

0,08

1

0,06

0,1*

Sonstige

Rest Fe, 0,006 B

Rest Fe

0,6 AI

5 W, 3 Fe*, Rest Co

Rest Fe

Ta/Nb £ 10 C

* max.

TABELLE III: METALLURGISCHER ZUSTAND DES BRENNSTABHÜLLROHRES
UND KASTENMATERIALS

1.4970

1.4981

Lösungsglühen 1080 - 1120 "C, 5 - 1 0 min
+ 12 - 20 % kaltverformt (Querschnittsreduktion)
+ 800 °,C/2 Std.

Lösungsglühen 1050 - 1100 °C
+ 12 - 20 % kaltverformt

AUS KF< 2416
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